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General Information

Reallang solves the problem of online learning on a daily basis
for a wide audience all over the world wait-free

The online education market grows at 60% annually

The global online education market is $74 billion

Language courses are on top of online education with the 69% share

People spend %152 for foreign language on average if talking about online 
edication

The audience doesn’t want to plan and wait, but to learn when and 
how they like. There’s no similar integrated solution on the market.

74 billion$

60 % growth

69 % share

152 $ check

Available
niche



What Reallang Is

An innovative platform for language learning. Online training
through the website or our app for iPhone and Android. Learn with a 
teacher or a robot. Where and when you want. Start the lesson in 5 minutes!

Study with Professional Teachers 

We communicate with hundreds of people with different pronunciation, speech rate, and accents. 
We offer online classes with different teachers to learn all the language aspects. Waiting free. Start 
your lesson in 5 minutes!

Chatbot and Education Center, Available 24/7

Learn new vocabulary or grammar whenever you want. Our chatbot can help you learn new 
material with examples and explanations. Use our extensive knowledge base available on all 
devices. Our materials are divided into topics, which makes it easy and accessible to lear. 

Platform to Create, Translate, and Check Your Content

The service allows clients to have their content translated, checked, or created from scratch by 
qualified specialists. Choose the language and see the result.



Online Knowledge Center, Available from 
Anywhere

Reallang.com Reallang.club

“UBER” for Studying Bot and Learning Center



Reallang.com
Educational Online Platform



How Reallang Works

1
Choose the Language

Learn languages online with 
real teachers on Reallang 
without waiting

2
Choose the Teaching 
Method

Find the suitable teaching 
method on Reallang 
depending on your goals

Our teachers are always online. No need to wait or book lessons. Learn English with 
professional teachers right now on Reallang. Start your lesson anywhere, anytime.
Learn and practice English with different teachers when you want.

3
Find Your Teacher

Reallang helps you find the 
right teacher based on your 
preferences

4
Study Where and 
When You Want

Learn languages with our 
teachers where and when you 
want



Mobile Functionality

Choose the language and the lesson type on the 
Reallang home page

The student proceeds to the lesson after they 
choose learning preferences and their teacher. The 
lesson goes in a convenient form of an online chat 
where they can send messages, audio files, and 
images.

The student can leave a review after the lesson is 
over. Reviews influence the teacher’s rating.

We value our users, so Reallang swiftly responds to 
all the clients’ wishes. 



Web Functionality

The lesson goes in a convenient form of an online chat, where students can send messages, audio files, and images. The 
can also use interactive training methods, tests, and various media files.



Reallang.club
Mobile App to Learn Foreign Languages



Chatbot and Educational Center in Your Pocket 
24/7



What our chatbot does

Our smart chatbot can teach vocabulary and 
grammar of over 400 topics

Uses associations

Provides examples

Translates

Voices

Visualises

Tests vocabulary

Tests grammar



Educational Center

The app contains extensive methodological 
material divided into topics. All articles are 
based on real life communications.

All materials on the English basic 
grammar are presented in the 
Reallang.club app. All materials are 
divided into topic.

All material is copyrighted by Reallang, 
created by professional teachers and 
language experts.



Reallang Teacher
System for Teachers



How Reallang Works for Teachers

1
Sign Up

The teacher signs up and tests 
their level online before 
starting the work

2
Full Work Freedom

The teacher works when, 
where, and how much they 
want

The payment system is automatic and transparent. Quality teaching generates good salary, 
and poor teaching gives basis to remove the teacher from the system.

3
Teaching Materials

Reallang has a large database 
of teaching materials available 
to use, which makes the 
education process easy and 
convenient

4
Rating System

The rating system regulates 
the payment level and can 
remove them from the system 
in case of low rating



Convenient and Functional

For teachers, the Reallang app provides access to a convenient multi-functional interface that saves their  time and energy, 
and most importantly - improves the teaching process



Reallang.net
Service to Create, Translate, and Check Your 

Content Swiftly



Service to Create, Translate, and Check Your 
Content Swiftly



How the Service Works

A single platform that allows teachers to receive additional income and 
customers to receive instant results. The work performed by professional 

language experts that makes the service stand out

Apply Quickly
The application instantly 
enters the system of 
translators and teachers 
with high language skills

Get Results Quickly
Our convenient system interface and 
constant specialists’ availability allows 
you to get a fast result, bringing the 
idea of such services to the new level, 
making it unique!

1 2



Reallang Account



United Database and Log In

Reallang creates a shared account for all apps. The user can study with teachers, a chatbot, or learn grammar after a 
single sign up. All the data is end-to-end, which allows you to train the bot, and use marketing and bonuses the way you 

want.



Reallang Marketing



Referral and affiliate programs

We offer convenient cooperation options for teachers, students and public 
people through the automated referral and affiliate programs

For Students
The student can invite their friends or 
colleagues to study with Reallang. For 
each new student signed up with a 
referral code, the user receives 
bonuses.

For Teachers 
The teacher can invite their peers at 
Reallang. If the new teacher is 
successful, the referral will receive 
some bonuses of their earnings.

For Influencers
Influencers with a large audience 
reach can place a promotional code 
in their
blog or channel and get rewards for 
each registered and active user.



Goals and Plans

The platform is working in 4 languages. We have ambitious plans, and most 
importantly, the platform is universal and able to cover other areas

Key Countries
Russian localization
Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus
Spanish localization
Spain
Portuguese localization
Brazil, Portugal
English version
The entire world (C1+)
India
Indonesia and other countries

Market Volume
12-24 month plan
% of the market
0.5% RU
0.5% ES
1% PT, BR
24-48 months
5% of target markets

Other Directions
Technically, the platform allows 
hold consultations or training on
any topic. To date, the issue of 
telemedicine is being worked out 
for the US market.

1 2 3!
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reallang.com     reallang.net    reallang.club

Available in AppStore and Google Play


